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Over the past couple of decades, Internet has grown into a world of its own. It has trickled down to
the lives of people worldwide and in fact, transformed the traditional door-to-door shopping into a
very dynamic and global "online" experience!

Yes, Internet business is booming and Amazon is the perfect example of a multi-billion dollar e-
commerce business. Today, many small businesses are vying to attract more potential clients online
to increase their profitability and sales. And as more and more businesses are going online, the
success of an ecommerce business has now become dependent on a variety of factors â€“ quality of
product, user experience, customer service, etc.

Using Small Business Ecommerce Software

Internet is an important medium to connect with potential customers but should the backend
business and product be ignored? Using reliable Ecommerce Software is beneficial in efficiently
utilizing existing sales channels and creating new sales channels online. An integrated and
customizable small business ERP can not only help in managing business operations with ease but
can also grow sales via multiple sales channels.

Inventory Management: If you are an ecommerce business, you would understand how difficult it is
to manage products, stock and availability. Managing the product inventory can be cumbersome
without an automated software solution which can help track of your stock. Small business
ecommerce software helps you keep a close check on your inventory, streamlining the backend
operations without any hassles.

Order Management: From the time you receive an order on your website to packing, shipping and
delivery; there are a lot of activities involved at the backend. Having an automated order
management system that can look at every stage of the order processing can reduce your
inaccuracies and ensure timely delivery to the customers.

Customer Management: Once your customer places an order, the job of the customer is done but
that's when your job begins. You need to process the customer's orders, inform them of the status
and keep them up-to-date about your new products and services. In addition, you need to reach out
to your customers with latest promotions, news and encourage referrals. Small business
ecommerce software have an integrated customer management system that help you track
customers and leads. The system can allow you to perform email marketing activities to improve
traffic and sales for your ecommerce business.

Account Management: Once of the biggest problems faced by an ecommerce business owner is
bookkeeping, invoicing and keep track of accounts. Having an automated system that can track
your sales and automatically update your accounts minimizes your time and effort on account
management. Small business ecommerce solutions can handle back office accounting and financial
without much of an effort and you do not have to spend hours to collate your payments and sales.

Thus, small business ERP work great for start up and small businesses that do not have large
budgets for IT department yet want to utilize advanced ERP solutions for their frontend and backend
management. By utilizing the small business software on a on demand basis, they can keep their
operational costs to the minimum.
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